
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions for reflection. 
(not intended to be a sermon outline) 

You are encouraged to use these as part of a study/devotional/reflection time through the coming week. 
You are also encouraged to participate in the Explore Class after worship where we will use  

these as a discussion starter. Bring your questions as well for discussion. 
 

1. What has this sermon series on prayer shown you personally? What are you 
learning that is stretching you? Helping you to be more comfortable in prayer? 

 

2. Did praying through the passage on the Lord’s Supper open up anything new to 
you? What might praying it make you face that simply reading it might not?  

 

3. Many of the scripture passages used in the sermon series have been familiar ones. 
Have you understood anything new or different in these passages because of 
taking the approach of praying them instead of reading them for knowledge? 

 

4. Have you practiced “praying scripture” as we have gone through this sermon 
series? Are you comfortable with it? What is most helpful to you about it?  

 

5. What other Scripture passages might be helpful if “prayed through?” What 
questions do you have around this topic or practice? 

 

6. Have you found you reflect on your life more as you pray scripture? Do you find 
you resist getting too intimate with God because reflection brings what the 
passage is talking about too close to home?  
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February Library News: 
The Magnolia Story 

By Chip and Joanna Gaines 
 

If you have watched HGTV’s Fixer-Upper then you 
will want to know how Chip and Joanna Gaines got 

from the beginning to now. 

Discover what their life together really looks like with 
all the good and bad times. Home improvement might 

be their day job, but you’ll learn how their love of 
home and family, along with their faith, inspires 

everything they do. 
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